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Memorano.um 63-46 
Subject Study 34(L) 

Uniform Rules of Evidence, -ilrtiole. I 

General Pl'ovisions 

You uUl receive with this memorandum a revised set of Rules 1 through 

8 of the lIRE. These rules have been redrafted in compliance with the 

Commission' B instructions at the last meeting. We have appended comments 

to some of the rules which w111 be the cOIllIlIents ultiLJ.a·~ely placed in the 

tenta~Give recommendation when it is adopted. You should review not only 

the rules themselves, but the comments as well. 

Rule 1. 

At the August meeting, the Commission disapproved Subdivisions (1) and 

(2). These subdivisions appear in Rule 1 in strike-out type. The Commission 

deferred consideration of the remainder of Rule 1 untU after presumptions 

have been considered. 

He do not propose to consider Rule 1 at the present time. But your 

attention is directed to Subdivision (14), which the s'i;aff proposes to add 

to carry out the Commission's instructions in regard to Rule 2. 

Rule 2. 

The staff was directed to revise Rule 2 to make clear that the rules 

apply in the Supreme Court, the district courts of appeal, the superior 

courts, the municipal courts, and jus'cice courts, and in proceedings in. 

those .. courts· cQnducted by a judge, master, referse or similar officer. 

Draftinc; of the rule in accordance ,nth these instructions was simplified 
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C by defining "court" in Rule 1 to include the named courts and by excluding 

from the definition a grand jury. The terms "court connnissioner" and 

"referee" were picked up out of the Code of Civil Proceclure, Sections 259, 

259 a, and 638-644. 

c 

c 

Rule 3. 

The staff was asked to consider l1hether Rule 3 could be framed as an 

additional remedy in a case where there has been a demand for admissions 

under Code of Civil Procedure Section 2033 and an equivocal response. The 

rule l.as been redrafted in the light of this instruction. 

The rule seems unnecessary, hoorever, in the light of Sections 2033 and 

2034. Section 2033 provides: "A denial shall fairly meet the substance of 

the requested admission, and \Then gooc'. :fa ith requires "i;hat the party deny 

only a part or a qualification of a matter of which an admission is requested, 

he slwl specify so much of it as is true and deny only the remainder." For 

failure to make a denial that "fairly meets" the substance of the requeated 

admiSSion, Section 2034 provides that the court may order that the fact be 

deemec1. admitted for the purpose of the action. This procedure seems superior 

to that provided in Rule 3. Sections 2033 and 2034 were adopted for the 

precise purpose of permitting the parties to establish without proof matters 

concerning which there is no bona fide dispute. The procedure is not 

expensive and there seems to be no reason why parties should not be expected 

to comply with it. 

If Rule 3 as revised is approved by the CommisSiCll, the staff suggests 

that its provisions be incorporated in Code of Civil Procedure Section 2034 

when these rules are f1nally codified. 
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Rules 1, and 5. 

The Commission instructed the staff to consider ,;hether these rules 

fully express existing California lau concerning when an objection or offer 

of proof is unnecessary. 

Ue have fou d no cases that would qualify the statement of the rule in 

Rule 4. The language of Rule 4 has been revised in accordance with the 

Commission's instructions at the August meeting. Neither it nor Rule 5, 

however, have been approved. 

Rule 5 has been considerably revised in order to reflect. exceptions 

found in California cases :bo the requirement of an offer of proof. The 

authorities are cited in the comment. 

Rule 6. 

Rule 6 was approved in its revised form at the Au.,"Ust meeting. 

C Rule 7. 

c 

Ru~e 7 appears as it was modified and approved at the August meeting. 

In preparing comments to the various rules, we have becOllle aware of 

the fact that there is nothing in the lIRE specifically making irrelevant 

evidence inadmissible. lihenever we state in a comment that irrelevant 

evidence is inadmiSSible, we have no rule to cite as authority. The Code 

of Civil Procedure, on the other hand, provides specifically that irrelevant 

evidence is inadmissible. C.C.P. § 1868. Although it is probably unnecessary, 

the Commission might consider amending Rule 7(f) to read that "All evidence 

is admissible", providing elsewhere that evidence that does not have a 

tendency in reason to prove any matter in dispute betueen the parties is 

inadmissible. 
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Rule 8. 

The Commission asked the staff to redraft Rule 8 to make clear that 

C the judge I s function is different when he is ruling on questions of 

c 

c 

competency and when he is ruling on gp.estions of relevancy." He lmve compiled 

with -Ghe Commission I s request. Subdivisions (2) and (3) have been added 

to thc rule to indicate the nature of the ~udgels function and the scope 

of revie"IT exerCised by the trier of fact. The language of Subdivision (2) 

is based in large part on the language we added to Rule 67 to accomplish the 

same purpose. You should compare, however, the language of Rule 8 as 

approved by the New Jersey Supreme Court Committee on Evidence. The New 

Jersey version of Rule 8 makes a distinction between rulings on competency 

and rulings on relevancy in much the same fashion tha·~ the revised Rule 8 

does. The New Jersey versi~ however, preserves the existing law (which 

is the existing california law) permitting tlIe trier of fact to review the 

Jud8e r s determ1rla.tion concerning the adm1slJ1llq&tf of a confession. tmder 

our Rule 8 as it presently reads, the judge could determine the admissibility 

of the confession as an absolute matter, but the jury llOuld be permitted to 

consider the circumstances in which the confession was made on the question 

of credibility. The jury ~lould be free to disbelieve the confession. The 

New Jersey version has another subdivision that bas no counterpart in our 

rule. Subdivision (5) of the New Jersey Rule 8 provides that the trial 

judge's determination of some matters of fact in regard to evidentiary 

rulings may be reviewed de novo by the appellate courts. 

Preparation of the comment to Rule 8 has been deferred until the 

languaGe of the rule has been substantially agreed upon. 

Respectfully submitted, 

Joseph B. Harvey 
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ARTICLE I. GENERAL PROVISIONS 

lllJm 1. DEFIlfI'l'IONS. 

[ {a.~--l!!>rf."_!!-'tI-tlle-..... - ...... vl!tclt-'M'tI_tle-..,...1Ie 

ira~as-a-".'.-.'-""'-ta-iH1¥-"""~"'-dai!.ia1-.. -""· 

'&ai& .. -tr'8¥Baa..,-aai-ta.&Hie.-.e.~-ta-tlle-t~"-"'a& •• , 
aai-I!.eanay. 

~a~--!!aea.e~-eY'i .... !!-.. aas-eviieBee-l!.ayiag-~-.e""4¥ 
u-na ... -.... pnve-uy-aueriaJ.-taR. ] 

(3) "Proof" is all ot the evidence betore the tl:1er ot the 

tact relevant to a tact in issue which tends to prove the existence 

or non-existence of such tact. 

( 4) "Burden ot Proot" means the obliption ot a party to 

meet the requirements ot a rule of law tbat the fact be proved 

either by a preponderance of the evidence or by clear and con

vincing evidence or beyond a reasal8ble doubt, as the case ma.y be. 

Burden ot proot is syno~s with "burden ot persuasion." 

(5) "Burden of produc1ng evidence" means the obligation ot 

a party to introduce evidence when necessary to avoid the risk ot 

a directed verdict or peremptory finding against h1m on a material 

issue ot tact. 

(6) "Conduct" includes all active and passive behavior, both 

verbal and non-verbal. 

(7) "The hearing" unless SOllIe other is indicated by the 

context ot the rule where the tem is used, means the hearing at 

which the question under a rule is raised. and DOt SOllIe earlier 

or later hearinS. 
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(8) "FiDding of fact" means the determination from proof or 

Judicial notice of the existence of a fact. A ruling implies a 

supporting f:lnding of fact; ·no separate or formal f1nd1ng i8 

required unless required by a statute of this state. 

(9) "Guardian" means the person, COIIIII1ttee, or other repre

sentative authorized by law to protect the person or estate or 

both of an incompetent [or of a sui juris person having a guardian) 

and to act for him in DBtters affecting his person or propert:y or 

both. An incompetent is a person under disabil1t:y1mposed by law. 

(10) nJudge" means melllber or I118111bers or representative or 

representatives of a court conductiD8 a trial or hearing at wbich 

evidence is introduced. 

(11) "Trier of fact" includes a jury aud a Judge when he is 

tryiD8 an issue of fact other than one relating to the adm1ss1bility 

of evidence. 

(12) "Vsrbal" includes both oral aud written words. 

(13) "Wr1tiD8" means handwriting, t:ypewriting, print1DS, 

photostating, photographing aDd every other IIII8DB of recording 

upon ~ tangible thing any form of COIIIJIIWIication or representation, 

including letters, words, pictures, souIlds, or 1I1IJb01S, or CCIIIl

b1nations thereof. 

(14) "Court" means the Supreme Court, IS district court of 

appeal. superior court, lllUDic1pal court or justice court, aDd does 

not include a gr8I!d Juq. 
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EVLE 2. SCOPE OF RULES 

Except [te-~-~e.t-.e-yaieR-tker-aay-"-.elaKe.-'Y-.t~ 

,"eeoNl-rde-H] as otherwise prov1ded by statute, these 

rules (sllaU) apply in every proceeding, both criminal. and civil, 

conducted by [e.-llu •• -tlte-elllle.viSilea-e#) a court* in which 

ev1dence 1s introduced, including proceedings eonducted by a court 

cammissioner, reteree or similar Officer. 

By BIle 2, these rules ot evidence are expressly JIBde 

applicable only in proceedings conducted by CSl.itornia courts. 

The rules do not apply in e.dm1nistrBtive p~ngs, legislative 

hearings, or other proceedings unless made appl1cable by some 

statute or rule 80 prodd1ng. Some statutes do prov1de that these 

rules Yill be applicable to a certain extent in proceedings other 

than court proceedings. For exalllPle 1 Government Code Section 11513 

provides that a t1nding in an administrative proceeding under the 

Administrative Procedure Act may be based only on evidence that 

would be admiSSible over objection in a civU action. Penal Code 

Section 939.6 provides that a grand Jury, in investigating a charge, 

"shall receive noDe but legal evidence, and the best evidence in 

degree, to the exclusion ot hearsay Or seeondary evidence." RI.\le 22.5 

ot these rules, as recommended by the Commission, makes the rules ot 

* "COUrt" is defined in RI.\le 1 to mean "the Supreme COUrt, a 
district court ot appeal, a superior court, a municipal court 
or a Justice court, and does not include a grand Jury." 
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evidence relating to privileges applice.ble in all proceedings of 

a.DY kind in which test:imony can be cOIIQ?elled to be given. An 

administrative agency may, for reasons of convenience, adopt these 

rules or SOllIe portion of them for use in its proceedings. But, in 

tbe absence of a.DY such statute or rule, Rule 2 provides that these 

rules will have force only in court proceedings. 

The preliminaI7 phrase has been revised in recognition that 

SOJDe statutes will make these rules applicable in proceedings other 

than court proceedings as well as relax tbeir provisions. 
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RULE 3. EXCWSIONARY RULES NO!' TO APPU TO UNDISPUTED Mll.Tl!ER. 

If {~-tke-fie&FiBg-tkepe-~s-se-eeB&-t4ae-a!spate-eetweeB 

tke-papt4es-as-te-a-matertal-iaet,l the admission of any fact is 

requested under Section 2033 of the Code of Civil Procedure and 

the denial. does not fairly meet the substance of the reqy.ested 

admissi%SUch fact may be proved by ~ relevant eTldenal, and 

exclusionary rules shall not apply, subject, howe'V'Br~ to l\Jle 45 

and ~ valid claim of privUege • 

COHIENT 

UJiE l\Jle 3 is designed to fac1l1 tate proof. of :f'acts con

cerning which there is no bona. fide dispute, but conc:ern1ng which 

a party refuses to stipulate their .ex1stenal. '!be enactment in 

CaJ.11'ornia otBect:Lone 2033 and 2034 of the Code. of Civil. Procedure, 

which provide for pretrial. requests for adm1satons and impose 

sanctions tor improper failure to make the mquested admisaions, 

has m nim zM. .. the need for URE Rule. 3. The rule does provide. 

however, a desirable at-trial. procedure tor proving .facts not in 

dispute to supplement the pretrial. proceduree for establishing 

such :facts. 

ibe rule has been revised to eliminate the requirement that 

the Judge f1Ild there .is "no boca fide dispute". . Where the parties 

refuse to stipulate, it would be extremel.ydifticult for a Judge 

to detel'llliDe .. wbetherthe dispute is actual.ly boca fide. . In lieu 

of requiring the Judge to. i'iIld. the dispute. is- not. bona fide, the 

revised rule requires the Judge to find that there has been a 

request for admissions arui an equivocal. response. ibe substituted 
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language requires a finding of a more readily ascertainable fact. 

As revised, Rule 3 provides an at-trial remedy for failure to 

comply with Section 2033 in addition to the pretrial remedies 

provided in Section 2034. The revised rule thus compels a party 

to make some pretrial effort to settle the undisputed issues 

through the use of the procedures provided for that purpose instead 

of lIait1ng for the trial and attempting to persuade the judge that 

the dispute over the issue is not bona fide. 
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RULE 4. EFFECT OF ERRONEOUS AIMISSION OF EVIDENCE. 

A verdict or f~ing shall not be set aside, nor shall the 

judgment or decision based thereon be reversed, by reason of the 

erroneous a.dm1ssion of evidence unless (a) there appears of record 

an objection to or a motion to strike the evidence timely [iBterpesea] - , 

made and so stated as to make clear the specific ground of ~ 

obJection or motion, and (b) the court which passes upon the effect 

of the error or errors is of opinion that the a.dm1tted evidence 

should have been excluded on the ground stated and probabJ.y had a 

substantial influence in bringing about the verdict or findings. 

Clause (a) of Rule 4 will codify the well-settled Ce.lifornia 

rule tbat a failure to make a timaly objection to, or motion to 

strike, inadmissible evidence waives the right to complain of the 

erroneous a.dm1ssion of evidence. See Witkin, California Evidence 

(1958) 132-34. Rule 4 will also codify the related rule that the 

objection or motion must specify the grouDd"for objection,"a"gene~l 

objection is insufficient. Witkin, California Evidence 132-41. 

Clause (b) of Rule 4 reiterates the requirement of Article VI, 

Section 4 1/2 of the california Constitution, that a judgment may 

not be reversed nor may a new trial be granted on account of an 

error unless the court believes "that the error complained of has 

resulted in a miscarriage of justice." 
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C RULE 5. EFFECT OF ERRONEOUS EXCLUSION OF EVIDENCE 
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A verdict or finding shall not be set aside, nor shall the j1ldgment 

or decision based thereon be reversed, Qy reason of the erroneous exc1usion 

a-me~aee-app~evea-~-~Be-~~e;-8P-iBK!ea~ea-~Be-s~es~8Bee-ef-~Re-expee~gQ 

ev~ae~ee-~-~~B*ieBB-iBaiea~iag-~Be-aesiFea-8Bswe~s7-aaQ-~9~1 the court 

which passes upon the effect of the error or errors is of opinion that the 

exc1uded evidence wpuld probably have had a substantial influence in 

bringing about a different verdict or finding and it appears of record 

(1) The substance, purpose, and re1evance of the expected evidence 

was made known to the judge by the questions asked, an offer of proof! or 

by any other means; or 

(2) The ru1ings of the judge made compUance with subdivision {l} 

tutUe; or 

(3) The evidence was sought by questions asked during cross examination. 

Ru1e 5, Uke Ru1e 4, reiterates the recPrement of the CaUfornia 

Constitution that judgments may not be reversed, nor may ne~T trials be 

granted, on account of an error unless the error is prejudicial. Cal. Const. 

Art. VI, § 4 1/2. 

The provisions of Ru1e 5 reqUiring an offer of proof or other disc10aure 

of the evidence improperly excluded have been revised to reflect exceptions 
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to the rule that have been recognized in the C~ifornia cases. Thus, an 

offer of proof is unnecessary where the judge has limited the issues so 

that an offer to prove matters related to excluded issues would be futll.e. 

Lawless v. Calaway, 24 Cal.2d 81, ~1 (1944). An offer of proof is also 

unnecessary when an objection is improperly sustained to a question on 

cross-examination. Feme v. Jones, 160 Cal. 358 (1911)j Tossman v. 

Newman, 37 Cal.2d 522, 525-26 (1951) ("110 offer of proof is necessary to 

obtain a review of rulings on cross-examination'~). 
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RULE 6. LIMITED ADMISSIBILI'fl". 

Hhen [pelavSB"4;] evidence is admissible as to one party or for one 

purpose and is inadmissible as to other parties or for another purpose, the 

judge upon request shall restrict the evidence to its proper scope and 

instruct the jury accordingly. 

COMMENT 

Rule 6 expresses the existillg, but uncodified, California law which 

'EloquircG the judge to instruct the jury as to the limited purpose for 

which eviden·c:e may be considered when such evidence is admissible for 

one purpose and insdmissible for another. Adkins.v. Brett, 184 Cal. 252 

(1920) • 

Under Rule 45, as Imder existing law, the judge \Tould be permitted to 

exclude such evidence if he deemed it so prejudicial that a limiting 

instruction would not protect a party adequately and the matter the evidence 

is admissible to prove can be proved sufficiently by other evidence. See 

discussion in Adkins v. Brett, 184 Cal. 252, 258 (1920). 

The word "relevant" has been deleted as unnecessary. As by hypothesiS 

the evidence is admissible, it must be relevant, for evidence is admissible 

only if it is relevant. 
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RULE 7. GENEBAL ABOLITION OF DISQUALIFICATIONS AND PRIVILEGES OF WITNESSES, 

AND OF EXCLUSIONARY RULES. 

JC:~cept as otherwise provided [il:e.-j;lieee-Ruee), by statute (a) every 

person is qualified to be a witness, and (b) no person has a privilege to 

refuse to be a witness, and (c) no person is disqualified to testifY to any 

matter, and (d) no person has a privilege to refuse to disclose any 

matter or to produce any objec"t or wri"ting, and {el no person has a 

privilege that another shall not be a ,dtness or shall not disci-ose 8lll! 

matter or shall not produce any object or writing, and (f) all [pele¥aB"Ii] 

evidence having a tendency in reason to prove a fact material to the 

proceeding is admissible. 

COM/·tENT 

Rule 7 is the keystone of the Uniform Rules of Evidence. It abolishes 

all pre-existing rules relating to;the campe~ncy of evidence or watnesses. 

Under the tiRE scheme, all rules disqualifYing persons to be witnesses or 

limiting the admissibility of evidence must be found, if at all, among the 

Uniform Rules of Evidence. 

The approval of Rule 7, modified as indicated, is recommended in order 

that the purpose of the tiRE--to codifY the law relating to the admissibility 

of evidence--m1ght be fuUY . reali zed. Rule 7 precludes the possibliity that ., 
additional restrictions on the admissibility of evidence will remain 

valid in addition to those restrictions declared in the tiRE. 

The phrase "in these rules" has been changed to "by statute" in order 

to avoid any implication that the validity of statutory restrictions on 
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tbeadmissibiIity of evidence--such as the restrictions on speed trap evidence 

prav:W.ec1. in Vehicle Code Sections 40803-40804--... ill be impaired by these rules. 

The definition of "relevant evidence" found in URE Rule 1 has been 

substituted for the word "relevant" in clause (f). The substitution 

permits the removal of the definition of the term from Rule 1 as unnecessary. 
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RULE 8. PRELIMINAR'l IN~IRY BY: JUDGE. 

(1) When the qualification of a person to be a witness, or the 

admissibility of evidence, [9~-~ae-~~is~eBee-ef-a-'F!v!legel is 

stated in these rules to be subject to a condition, and the ful

fillment of the condition is in issue, the issue is to be deter

mined by the judge, and he shall indicate to the parties which one 

has the burden of producing evidence and the burden of proof on 

such issue as implied by the rule under which the question arises. 

The judge may hear and determine such matters out of the presence 

or hearing of the jury, except that on the admiss±bility of a 

confession the judge, if requested, shall hear and determine the 

question out of the presence and hearing of the.jury. 

(2) If evidence is admissible if relevant and its relevance 

is subject to a cOndition, or if evidence is stated in these rules 

to be admissible if there is sufficient evidence to sustain a 

finding of a COndition, the judge shall admit the evidence if there 

is sufficient evidence to sustain a finding of the condition. In 

such cases, a contention by the opponent that the condition has not 

been fulfilled is not an issue for determination by the judge, nor 

is a finding by the judge that the evidence is admissible to be 

deemed a finding that the condition has been fulfilled. Evidence 

offered by the opponent that the condition has not been fulfilled 

is to be submitted solely to the trier of fact, which shall 

determine the issue. 

(3) Subject to subdivision (2), if the admissibility of 

evidence is stated in these rules to be subject to a condition 
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or a finding by the judge of a condition, the judge shall admit 

the evidence if he is persuaded that the condition has been ful

filled. In such cases, a contention by the opponent that the 

condition has not been fulfilled is an issue for determination 

by the judge and not by the trier of fact. In the determination 

of the issue, excluSiOnary rules of evidence do not apply except 

for Rule 45 and the rules of privilege. Evidence offered by the 

oPJ?Onent that the condition has not been fulfilled is to be sub

mitted solely to the judge and not to the trier of fact. But 

this rule [SHa~~-Bet-8e-eeBst~ea-teJ does not limit the right 

of a party to introduce before the [d~F;YJ trier of fact evidence 

relevant to weight or credibility. 
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